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United States



Based out of Bozeman Montana, USA, Spark R&D is rider 

owned and operated – dedicated to pushing innovation 

in splitboarding since 2006. Wait ….. 2006? Did you read 

that right? YES, you did. This coming 2016/17 season 

will be our TEN YEAR ANNIVERSARY. We can hardly 

believe it. From our first wooden baseplate prototype 

came the first splitboard specific binding the world had 

ever seen. Now here we are 10 years later featuring 

our fully dialed Tesla T1 System - designed, produced, 

assembled, and shipped right from our fully equipped 

manufacturing facility. We are truly living the dream and 

are very thankful to all of our dealers, customers, friends, 

and supporters for 10 incredible years. It has been fun, 

fulfilling and really exciting to watch the industry grow and 

for backcountry snowboarding to become such a global 

community. Thanks for riding with us!
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SELECT AWARDS
Backcountry Magazine Gear Guide Select (2015)

Backcountry Magazine Editor’s Choice (2010, 2012, 2013, 2014)

ISPO Brand New Award for International Innovation (2010)

SIA Snow Show Daily Snowpress Innovation Award (2010) 

Transworld Tested and Approved (2016)

Snowboard Magazine Platinum Pick (2011, 2012)
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SKYLAR HOLGATE
Lives: Silverton, CO, USA
Rides: Surge

Lives: Tatras Mountains, Poland
Rides: Surge

 Gabe Ciafre

SPARK R&D AMBASSADORSMARCIN JASKOLKA AURELIEN ROUTENS CLAUDIA AVON CHRIS COULTER
Lives: La Grave, France
Rides: Surge

Lives: Whistler, BC, Canada
Rides: Women’s Arc

Lives: Salt Lake City, UT, USA
Rides: Arc

LUCA PANDOLFI
Lives: Chamonix Mont Blanc, France
Rides: Surge

BYRON BAGWELL
Lives: Bellingham, WA, USA
Rides: Surge

Lives: Squamish, BC, Canada
Rides: Arc

Lives: Wanaka, New Zealand
Rides: Surge

Lives: Haines, AK, USA
Rides: Surge
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Meet the R&D behind all 
of our splitboard bindings 
and accessories. We are 
proud to support and be 
represented by some of 
the best splitboarders 
on the planet. This is a 
diverse group of individuals 
hailing from nine countries 
on three continents. This 
group of professional 
snowboarders, mountain-
eers, and mountain guides 
share a common thread in 
their love for splitboarding, 
and the belief that to find 
the most true mountain 
experiences, one needs to 
look beyond the confines 
of the resort.

 Iris Lazzareschi  Rafael Pease

 Emilien Badoux  Drew DeWolf  Ettore Personnettaz

 Mark Carter  Yuske Hirota  Sean Busby

 Tamo Campos  Thomas Delfino  Scott Newsome
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TESLA T1 BINDING SYSTEM FEATURES
One Climbing Wire: A single fatty wire built into the baseplate switches easily from stowed, to 
low (12°), to high (18°) climbing positions and back again while touring.

T1 Heel Rest: Catches the climbing wire in the 12 and 18 degree positions and is specifically 
designed to hold the T1 Heel Locker in place.

Snap Ramps & Side-Lock Touring Brackets: Just like the good ol’ days of our original Tesla 
System, T1 bindings slide sideways into the offset touring bracket and are locked into place with 
the snap ramp. No pins, no cables, no fiddle factor. 

Puck Compatibility: Slide the bindings on and snap the ramp down to install.  Flip the ramp up 
and slide the bindings off to remove. The most functional and intuitive way to attach your bindings 
to your board in ride mode.

Ibex Crampons: Install or remove on the fly without the need to unstrap. Climbing wire pushes
crampon teeth fully into the snow in both the 12 and 18 degree positions for max security on any pitch.

Team Rider: Mike Handford | Photo: Anna Smoothy

Check out our T1 Binding Introduction video on the Spark R&D YouTube channel.
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6 TESLA T1 SYSTEM

US and International patents



   Tool free micro-adjustable from 0° to 22°  for complete
   customization of your forward lean angle.

   Flippin’ FLAD toggles between your forward lean angle
   and -13° touring position for easy transitions.

   Unique re-curve design slopes gently outward at the heel for
   maximum comfort in tour mode.

   Made with proprietary custom blended materials for improved 
strength and durability, yet weighs in 30 percent lighter than our 
previous highback.

   Minimalist goals meet precision design, no padding is needed, 
shaving weight without sacrificing comfort or performance.

   Stiff where you need it toe-to-heel, yet torsionally flexible for 
improved mobility while riding. Stiffer for the Surge. Less stiff for 
the Arc and Blaze.

   Larger grab hole for security when unstrapping and billy goating.
   Spark Strappy Strap ready with lateral slots built in.

   Compatible with all Spark R&D bindings. Can be purchased as an 
upgrade for previous binding models. 

   Comes standard on the Arc, Surge, and new for 16/17, the Blaze.

8

A Spark R&D original, the Rip ‘N’ Flip highback returns to give 
splitboarders everything they need and nothing they don’t. The R&D 
shines with a shape built from 3D scans of popular splitboard boot 
models, and a list of rad features designed specifically for and fully 
appreciated by the splitboarder. We’ve thought of everything to take 
you from the skin track to the white room.

RIP ‘N’ FLIP HIGHBACK
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THE ESSENTIALS
Whether you are a seasoned backcountry expert or just 
getting into splitboarding, there are essential equipment 
decisions to be made before you head out.  First and 
foremost is safety for any backcountry rider - be sure to 
have a transceiver, shovel, probe and the knowledge to 
use them.  Now for the fun parts: selecting a splitboard 
with a length, flex and shape you are already comfortable 
with is a good place to start. Attaching yourself to that 
splitboard is equally important –      Spark Pucks featuring 
aluminum center discs combined with a set of      Arc or 
Surge bindings are a solid choice.  Now to get that board 
uphill ready: beneath your split, a set of high traction
     Spark skins will keep you going forward without 
slippage. If things get interesting on the skin track, and 
they often do, a set of     Ibex crampons will help ensure 
maximum traction.     Black Diamond Compactor poles will 
help you keep your balance and conserve energy on the 
way up, and fit in most packs for the ride down.     T1 heel 
lockers will help negotiate any quick descents, side hilling 
or skate skiing maneuvers.  What goes in your pack is just 
as important as what is beneath your feet. To accompany 
your food, water and avy safety gear, we always carry a
    Backcountry Kit for repairs, and a     Spark pocket tool. 
The last thing we drop in our pack is a     mesh hat which 
can be an absolute life saver on those warm spring days.  
Remember, even more essential than the gear you select 
is the importance of making good decisions when you’re in 
the backcountry. We recommend everyone gets and stays 
educated on backcountry travel and avalanche safety.

10 THE ESSENTIALS
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MEN’S ARC BINDINGS

CNC machined baseplates with maximum cutouts 
shave weight, yet maintain strength and performance, 
conveniently allowing for puck adjustment with bindings 
in place for precise stance placement. 

Features a more flexi version of the Rip ‘N’ Flip
highback for riders who prefer more mobility. 

Pre-curved, 3D low profile ankle and toe straps use 
Burton’s time tested and industry-leading fabrics, 
buckles, and plastics all made to our specifications. 

And yes, in case there was any doubt, the Arc features 
Tesla T1 System anatomy: One Climbing Wire with
2-position Heel Rest, Snap Ramps, and Side-lock
Touring Brackets.

The Arc is coming in hot again for its second season as the 
most popular splitboard binding on the market. Lightweight 
with medium flex for long tours, epic overnighters, trees and 
steeps - the Arc can do it all.
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The Women’s Arc has all of the same great features of 
our standard Arc, but sized specifically for women’s boots. 
Shorter and narrower baseplates fit snug and comfortably,  
accommodating down to a size 5 boot. Lower and more 
compact heel loops move the ankle strap mounting point 
down to hit the sweet spot over your boot while positioning 
the highbacks lower on the leg for a better calf fit. The Arc 
is a perfect choice for the ladies who want a lightweight 
binding with softer features for comfort and max versatility.
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SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

<8
8-10.5

11+

US MEN'S

<40
40-43
43.5+

EUR MEN'S

<25
25-27.5

28+

MONDO MEN'SSIZING

ARC BINDINGS

Colorways: Black/Fuchsia & Blue/Purple

XS/S

SIZING

5-8.5

US WMN'S

9-11M/L
35-39

EUR WMN'S

40-43.5
22-25.5

MONDO WMN'S

26-28

Colorways: Gray, Red, and Black
Weight: 1.50lb/ea (681g) - 3.00lb/pr (1362g) - Medium

1.45lb/ea (656g) - 2.89lb/pr (1312g) - XS/S



SURGE BINDINGS

Continued nice rider shot.

MEN’S SURGE BINDINGS

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

<8
8-10.5

11+

US MEN'S

<40
40-43
43.5+

EUR MEN'S

<25
25-27.5

28+

MONDO MEN'SSIZING

CNC machined baseplates remain solid for max
stiffness and durability.

Features a stiffer version of the Rip ‘N’ Flip highback for 
riders who prefer maximum response.

Colorways: Cyan, Ember, and Black

Pre-curved, 3D, wide ankle straps and toe cap straps 
keep you well-supported and locked in. Both utilize 
Burton’s time tested and industry-leading fabrics, 
buckles, and plastics all made to our specifications. 

And yes, in case there was any doubt, the Surge 
features Tesla T1 System anatomy: One Climbing Wire 
with 2-position Heel Rest, Snap Ramps, and Side-lock 
Touring Brackets.

Unapologetically stiff and powerful, the Surge is built for 
big days on big lines. The Surge will put a charge in your 
backcountry riding; preferred by our bigger, more aggressive 
riders for more power and greater control in demanding terrain.
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The Women’s Surge features all the same stiff and powerful 
components of the standard Surge, but sized for a woman. 
Shorter and narrower baseplates fit snug and comfortably, 
accommodating down to a size 5 boot. Lower and more 
compact heel loops move the ankle strap mounting point 
down to hit the sweet spot over your boot while
positioning the highbacks lower on the leg for a better calf 
fit. The Surge will be a favorite for the splitboardettes who 
are looking for a tough binding to keep up with them.

Photo: Abby C
ooper | Splitboarder: Steph N

itsch
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4 Colorways: Black/Mint & Blue/Mint

XS/S

SIZING

5-8.5

US WMN'S

9-11M/L
35-39

EUR WMN'S

40-43.5
22-25.5

MONDO WMN'S

26-28

1.57lb/ea (713g) - 3.14lb/pr (1426g) - XS/S

1.68lb/ea (763g) - 3.36lb/pr (1526g) - Medium
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BLAZE PIN MOUNT BINDING AND ACCESSORIES

               for this season, the Blaze comes standard with our Rip ‘N’ Flip highback in a 
nice medium flex for a surfy ride down.

CNC machined baseplates with maximum cutouts shave weight, yet maintain strength 
and performance. 

Pre-curved, 3D low profile ankle and toe straps use Burton’s time tested and
industry-leading fabrics, buckles, and plastics all made to our specifications. 

Utilizes our original pin mount system where a stainless steel pin is attached to the 
binding via a cable, is pushed all the way through the touring bracket and held into 
place by tucking the arm of the pin under the toe strap next to your boot.

Our longest running binding on the market, the Blaze is back with a vengeance for its 
7th year. This original pin mount model is an economical yet high performance choice 
for new or seasoned splitboarders. The Blaze is designed for the all-around adventurer 
looking for straightforward tech and lightweight touring deep into the backcountry.

(Note: The Burner, our stiffer pin mount model, has been discontinued for 16-17)

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

<8
8-10.5

11+

US MEN'S

<40
40-43
43.5+

EUR MEN'S

<25
25-27.5

28+

MONDO MEN'SSIZING

When the skin track gets icy and steep, drop in your Mr. 
Chomps – our first class crampon for pin mount bindings. 
Lean forward to easily position crampons under the 
touring pin and remove the same way. Pull up on the 
crampon riser to keep the full depth of teeth in the snow 
when using your climbing heels. Can be used in free or 
fixed mode depending on the terrain and snow surface. 
Comes standard with long centering bars attached for use 
with Voile touring brackets, and extra shorty bars to switch 
out for use with our LT bracket.  
Color: Black  

Weight: 6.53oz/ea (185g) - 13.04oz/pr (370g) Regular

For use with our Blaze and Burner pin mount bindings in 
either our LT or Voile touring brackets. Sold as a pair.
Weight: 3.70oz/pr (105g)

MR. CHOMPS

STAINLESS STEEL 
SPARE PINS

LT TOURING
BRACKET

Either upgrade your single height wires or deck out your 
new splitboard with these 55mm and 75mm climbing 
heels. Compatible with pin mount bindings or hardboots 
used with Dynafit toe pieces.
Color: Black
Weight: 2.82oz/ea (80g) - 5.64oz/pr (160g)

Made from extruded aluminum, the LT bracket is stiff, 
light, and slop free with self-lubricating bushings for 
nearly frictionless touring. Use to set up your new split, 
or to upgrade from your Voile brackets. Compatible with 
pin mount bindings. Comes with a pair of shorty bars for 
use with Mr. Chomps (in case you misplaced the ones 
that came in the crampon box!)

Color: Black
Weight: 2.43oz/pr (69g) 

VOILE DUAL HEIGHT
CLIMBING HEELS

BLAZE PIN MOUNT BINDING16

1.52lb/ea (692g) - 3.05lb/pr (1384g) - Medium



CRAMPONS
& PUCKS

The Ibex Crampon is 4WD for your splitboard. Designed to work seamlessly with all Tesla and Tesla T1 System bindings 
including the Burton Hitchhiker. Lightweight aluminum construction for max strength and minimum weight. Installation 
and removal is effortless and can be done on the fly without unstrapping, by sliding the crampon sideways into and out 
of Tesla Touring Bracket claw mounts. Teeth are fully engaged when used with or without the dual position climbing wire 
for maximum security on dicey terrain. New for 16/17, we have added a narrow size for a better fit and reduced fatigue 
when used with narrower boards. 
5.57oz/ea (158g) - 11.2oz/pr (316g) - Regular

IBEX CRAMPONS

Spark Ambassador: Sean Busby | Photo: Mollie Busby

Finally, a breakthrough in puck design. Near infinite adjustability is now available for splitboards built with inserts. 
The unique, patent-pending design gives the Spark Pucks channel-like adjustability for regular splitboards.
– Oversize aluminum center disc overlaps binding channels for maximum strength and rigidity
– Bindings slide on soft nylon material for effortless installation
– +/- quarter inch (6.5mm) of toe/heel adjustment allows for perfect centering. An industry first!
– +/- 30 degree angle adjustments; infinite stance width and setback adjustments
– Compatible with all Spark R&D and other brands’ puck compatible splitboard bindings
Color: Black

Weight: 10.02oz/pr (284g)

SPARK PUCKS

Check out our Spark Puck
assembly how-to video on the
Spark R&D YouTube channel

CRAMPONS & PUCKS18



Either upgrade your single height wires or deck out your new 
splitboard with these 55mm and 75mm climbing heels.
Compatible with pin mount bindings or hardboots used with 
Dynafit toe pieces. 
Color: Black
Weight: 2.82oz/ea (80g) - 5.64oz/pr (160g)

CLIMBING HEELS
Our Dynafit Adapters allow drill-free use of Dynafit Speed 
Radical, Speed Turn or Low Tech Race toe pieces. By 
utilizing the existing inserts in your splitboard, these adapters 
are the perfect solution for the full or part-time hardbooter.
Color: Black
Weight: 3.53oz/ea (100g) - 7.05oz/pr (200g)

DYNAFIT ADAPTERS
— Extremely lightweight – only 421 grams per binding
— Indestructible Bomber Industry stainless steel 
     bails and anodized aluminum toe clips
— Tesla System Snap Ramps for speedy, pinless transitions

— Spark & Voile puck compatible  
    (canted pucks recommended)
— Note:  Binding is for ride mode only  
Color: Black/Red
Weight: 0.93lb/ea (421g) - 1.86lb/pr (842g)

HARDBOOT

DYNO DH
The Dyno DH is our esteemed hardboot specific splitboard binding, made with love for the Dyna-splitters. Use Dynafit toes 
and adapters for hardboot touring on the way up and then slide your Dyno DH on the pucks for the way down.

Backcountry.it Dealer Photo: Pietro Lamiani

Keep your knees happy with canted pucks. Comaptible 
with all Spark R&D bindings; recommended for our Dyno 
DH Hardboot Binding. Made by Voile. 3° cant.
Color: Black
Weight: 4.83oz/ea (137g) - 9.63oz/pr (273g)

Combining maximum functionality with minimum weight, 
the trademark Dynafit tech toe design securely locks the 
boot in place for confident touring. Comes with crampon 
mounting claws which can accomodate our D Rex 
hardboot crampon. Combine with our Dynafit Adapter 
Plates for drill-free attachment.
Weight: 5.7oz/ea (157g) - 11.4 oz/pair (313g)

CANTED PUCKS

SPEED RADICAL
TOE PIECES

D REX CRAMPONS
Designed specifically for Dyna-splitters, these crampons 
slide into Dynafit Speed Radical or Speed Turn Toe 
claw mounts. Install and remove on the fly for utmost 
confidence in dicey skin track conditions. Stack up the 
crampon riser blocks to keep the full depth of teeth in the 
snow when using heel risers. Updated with wider mounting 
points and double the rivets for increased durability. 
Color: Black
Weight: 6.67oz/ea (189g) - 13.33oz/pr (378g) - Regular

20 HARDBOOT



Install on
the fly

Spark Ambassador: Gabe Ciafre | Photo: Jason Hummel

Our popular splitboard skins are back again! High traction skin material manufactured by G3 is the perfect  
combination of stick, slide, and grip. Equipped with our patented tailclips, these babies get you to the top with less effort 
and more style. New for 16/17 is our Spark Crossword graphic for a fresh look. 
Weight: 0.83lb/ea (378g) - 1.67lb/pr (756g) - Medium

SML: 147-161cm / MED: 159-175cm / LRG: 172-186cm

SPARK SKINS

STRAPPY STRAP
Less fatigue equals more fun in the backcountry.   
The Strappy Strap is designed to slot through all Spark R&D highbacks 
and wrap around the top of your boot to provide additional support and 
edging power while touring.
Weight: 1.83oz/ea (52g) - 3.67oz/pr (104g)

SPARK TAILCLIPS
When skinning just isn’t an option, post-holing shouldn’t 
be either. Spark R&D has collaborated with Verts to offer a 
split friendly climbing alternative – the first ever splitboard 
specific snowshoe.
— Slide your Spark binding directly onto the adapter, no     
     need for a separate snowshoe binding
— Designed specifically for ascending steep slopes
— Compact 18.75” x 8.5” (48cm x 22cm) footprint
— Toe forward design for fatigue-free front pointing
— High performance non-stick, super tough nylon
— Lightweight: 1.21lb/ea (548g) - 2.41lb/pr (1095g)

VERTS SNOWSHOES
Tour with confidence, even backwards, knowing your 
skins are securely in place. The revolutionary Spark R&D 
Tailclips are a retro-fit addition to any skins – all you need 
is a hammer and scissors. Asymmetric clips designed 
specifically for splitboards are easy to remove and secure 
keeping skins tensioned parallel to length.
— 10cm of tool-free length adjustment to fit your
     whole quiver
— Kit includes stretchers, clips, rivets, and webbing
     extenders for those of you with crazy long boards
    (or crazy short skins!)
Colors: Red, Black 
Weight: 0.95oz/ea (27g) - 1.90oz/pr (54g)

22

New for 16/17 is the zip strip. Designed to increase glide 
on flat or low angle approaches or rolling exits the zip strip 
will get you farther with each stride, making your splitboard 
tour more like a pair of cross country skis. Friction is 
reduced by covering excess skin fibers with a piece of 
slippery base material. Install or remove on the fly without 
unstrapping or removing your skins. Zip strips roll up to a 
small package that easily fit in your pocket.  Kit includes 
modified tailclips and new tip clips. Available in a Spark 
Skin specific version and a universal version to cover all 
splitboard skins.
Weight: 1.34oz/ea (38g) - 2.68oz/pr (76g)

ZIP STRIP

Compact
Package

ON THE SKIN TRACK

ON THE SKIN
TRACK

Patent PendingUS and International Patents



Fit seamlessly under the T1 heel rests and deploy easily with the tip of 
a ski pole. Slide in to lock, pull out to unlock. Compatible with Tesla T1 
System bindings (Arc, Surge, W’s Arc, W’s Surge).
Weight: 2.75oz/pr (78g)

TESLA HEEL LOCKERS

Especially helpful for riders with large boot sizes, Riser 
Kits increase the binding rotation angle while touring, 
preventing toe strike and increasing stride length. 
Comes in two versions – Tesla and T1 Risers.   
Color: Black
Tesla Weight: 4.62oz/pr (131g) 
Tesla T1 Weight: 5.43oz/pr (154g)

Reduce fatigue and increase insulation for your feet on 
long tours with our Baseplate Padding Kits. Made of 
durable, grippy EVA foam. 3M peel and stick adhesive 
keeps pads firmly in place. Ideal for long days in the skin 
track or firm riding conditions. 
Color: Cool Gray  |  Average Weight: 0.67oz/pr (19g)RISER KITS

BASEPLATE PADDING

ACCESSORIES

Team Rider: Luca Pandolfi hitting the steeps.

Pucks for your solid board. The One Binding System brings Spark R&D into the 
quiver binding category. Perfect for trips where you are traveling with multiple 
boards, or days when you might see a mix of resort riding on your solid board, and 
sidecountry touring on your split. All you need is one pair of bindings – your Sparks.

Color: As Shown
Weight: 7.73oz/ea (219g) - 15.5oz/pr (438g)

ONE BINDING SYSTEM

CARBON WHIPPET
For steep, icy bootpacks and added self-arrest security on mega-steep, 
no-fall terrain. This is the most compact whippet you can find on the 
planet with 3-section packability; perfect for splitboarding. Stainless 
steel pick with canard wing built into a dual-density touring grip. Dual 
FlickLock Pro adjustability and security, rugged carbon fiber lowers. 
Compacts down to 70cm. Sold individually.

Color: BD Orange
Usable Length: 39-55in (100-140cm)
Collapsed Length: 27.5in (70cm)
Weight: 1.05lb/ea (475g)

24

COMPACTOR Z POLES
Sturdy, adjustable-length, aluminum Touring Series climbing 
poles ideal for splitboard travel. Z-Pole functionality deploys in 
seconds, and folds down to an ultra-compact and packable size 
for the ride down. Offers 20cm of adjustment for all conditions.

Color: Cactus
Usable Length: Short: 41-48.8in (105-125cm) Long: 44.9-52.7in (115-135cm)
Collapsed Length: Short & Long: 16.3in (41.5cm)
Weight: Short: 1.38lb/pr (625g)  Long: 1.41lb/pr (640g)

Heel Lockers have become 
one of our most requested 
accessories. Riders can lock 
down their heel in tour mode 
to better adapt to diversified 
terrain types where quick 
descents, side stepping, 
and skate-splitting become 
more effective means of 
backcountry travel. Our heel 
lockers are also forward 
releasable for added safety, 
made of durable stainless 
spring steel.

HEEL LOCKERS

Attach to Tesla heel rests and rotate around to lock and unlock. 
Maintains the latest, more stompable design updates featuring 
larger radius bends, increased friction to stay correctly in position, 
and more precise baseplate fit. Compatible with Tesla System 
bindings (Magneto & AfterBurner) 

Weight: 2oz/pr (57g)

T1 HEEL LOCKERS

Cutout Size 1
Cutout Size 2
Cutout Size 3
Solid Size 1
Solid Size 2
Solid Size 3

Arc
Arc, Magneto
Arc, Magneto

Surge
Surge, AfterBurner
Surge, AfterBurner

MODELS MEN'S

XS/S

XS/S

S
M, L

M, L
S M/L

M/L

WOMEN'SVERSION

ACCESSORIES



WHAMMY BARS

For those splitters who already have a set of Blaze, 
Burner, Magneto and/or AfterBurner bindings, but are 
now ready for the Tesla T1 System. Switch the heel 
loop, highbacks, ankle and toe straps onto Tesla T1 
baseplates and you are ready to rock. Comes with 
baseplates, Tesla brackets, T1 Heel Rests, and 
hardware. 2011/12 Blaze requires the addition of a 

Heel Loop Kit (sold separately).  

T1 BASEPLATE KIT

Splitboarder: Lucas Merli | Photo: Chris Miller 

RETROFIT

26

Impress your friends with your climbing bar deployment steeze. This retrofit climbing wire with a 
side arm lever (ie: whammy bar, of course) replaces your stock climbing wire for quick change 
high-to-low-to-stowed action. Just use your hand or ski pole to flip the whammy bar back for 12°, 
back again for 18°, then flip all the way forward to stow for the flats. The easiest to use climbing 
wires in the industry just got even easier.

Whammy Bar 2.0oz/pr (58g) | Standard Wire 1.3oz/pr (36g)

Already have Spark bindings, but drooling over our Rip 
'N' Flip Highback? Upgrade to the future. Comes à la 
carte in the softer Arc style, and the stiffer Surge style, 
whichever you fancy. Compatible with Tesla, T1, Blaze 
and Burner bindings.
Color: Black 
Weight: Arc - 3.21oz/ea (91g) - 6.42oz/pr (182g)
             Surge 3.49oz/ea (99g) - 6.98oz/pr (197g)

RIP ‘N’ FLIP
HIGHBACK

WHAMMY BARS
Easily upgrade your current Tesla Second Board Kit 
to a T1 Second Board Kit with these à la carte T1 Heel 
Rests.  All Tesla & T1 System touring brackets are 
cross-compatible.

Colors: Black
Weight: 2.54oz/pr (71g)

T1 HEEL RESTS

STOWED LOW HIGH

MEN’S — Color: Black // Arc: 1.39lb/pr (630g) / Surge: 1.58lb/pr (718g)

WOMEN’S — Color: Black // Arc: 1.34lb/pr (606g) / Surge: 1.51lb/pr (686g)

RETROFIT
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Things happen in the backcountry. Be prepared.
BEER

BACKCOUNTRY

-

Things happen in the backcountry.

This spare part emergency kit includes everything you need to keep a pow day 

from being cut short. Don’t be “that guy.” Be prepared.     

This kit includes all you need to keep a pow day from being cut short.

Your one stop shop to service your Spark R&D binding & accessory fleet and 
provide customers with requested spare parts.

Everything you need to keep a pow day from being cut 
short. Includes spare plastics, screws, and buckles.
Weight: 5.86oz/ea (166g)

BACKCOUNTRY KIT

HEEL LOOP KITS

SPARES &
HARDWARE

Team Rider: Luca Pandolfi | Photo: Kirsti Lehtimaki

Your best friend in the backcountry, this 
tool has everything you need to adjust your 
splitboard and binding setup.

SPARK TOOL

Set up multiple splitboards to be tour-ready with Tesla/T1 Bindings. Comes with screws, Tesla touring brackets, and 2 
different styles of heel rests to pick from depending on your binding model – Tesla heel rests for Magneto/AfterBurner 
and T1 heel rests for Arc/Surge. Pair this up with Spark Pucks and you’re ready to ride. 
Color: Black  |  Weight: 7.55oz/pr (214g)

SECOND BOARD KIT

16/17 DEALER KIT

DEALER SPARE PARTS KIT
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These loops fit onto any Spark R&D baseplate since 
2011 and are a handy spare part. Required to adapt 
2011/12 Blaze bindings to T1 baseplates.
Sizes: Women’s XS/S, Men’s S,M,L

Weight: 6.56oz/pr (184g) - Medium | 5.44oz/pr (155g) - XS/S

SPARES & HARDWARE

BACKCOUNTRY KIT

sparkrandd.com

Parts Included:2x M6x16mm Heel Loop Screws
2x M6x10mm Touring Bracket Screws
1x Ankle Buckle Screw1x Toe Buckle Screw2x Ankle Strap Screws1x Ankle Adjuster Screw1x Toe Adjuster Screw2x Ankle Strap T-Nuts2x Ankle Strap Washers1x Toe Ladder1x Toe Adjuster1x Ankle Ladder1x Ankle Adjuster1x Ankle Buckle1x Toe Buckle1x Snap Block

All you need to keep a pow day from being cut short.



Spark R&D Tester: Frankie Devlin | Photo: Justin Kious

SPARK HAT
The Spark Logo Hat — both stylish and 
functional. The wide brim keeps the sun 
at bay while the mesh back keeps you 
cool on spring tours.

Color: Black / White
Sizes: One size fits all

APPAREL

SPARK TEE SPARK HOODY SPARK BASE LAYER
A new year means a new line of Spark apparel, and 2016 
is no different. Contest winner Samantha Madden put 
our new graphic together appropriately named Midnight 
Rider. Printed on super soft, 100% cotton for all day 
comfort. Slim fit. Made in the USA.

Unisex Sizes: S-XL - Colors: Black, White, Heather Grey
Women’s Sizes: S-XL - Colors: Black, Leaf Green

Wear your Spark colors proudly in this sweet new 
Midnight Rider Hoody. Designed by contest winner 
Samantha Madden. Super soft, 100% cotton for all day 
comfort.  Slim fit. Made in the USA.

Color: Black
Unisex Sizes: S-XL

When it’s time to get your tour on this 100% polyester long 
sleeve tee delivers wicking performance without the stink. 
Field tested and approved by Team Spark.

Color: Black
Unisex Sizes: S-XL
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HAT BUTTON
Ideal for hitting the top of your head on 
the back of your car hatch.

SPARK R&D LOGO
Because you represent the best of the best.

MESH SIDES
Perfect for letting your gorgeous hair flow 
in the breeze.

FLEXFIT DESIGN
One size fits all, unlike yoga pants.

SPARK FLAME
Keeps you looking hot while staying cool.

BUILT-IN EYE PROTECTION
(Sunlight resistance may vary: wearing hat 
backwards may reduce sun protection)

APPAREL



man·u·fac·ture
verb
gerund or present participle: manufacturing
1. make (something) on a large scale using machinery.
2. invent or fabricate.

MANUFACTURING

A
ssem

bly M
anager Steve A

tencio getting his lean on.

Spark R&D started with an idea – that backcountry riding would be more fun and more 
accessible with a splitboard specific binding. The idea turned into a design. But ideas and 
designs are intangible. For an idea to become a reality, you actually have to make one. 
And as it turns out, figuring out how to manufacture a splitboard binding was just as hard, 
if not harder, than designing it. 

In the beginning we contracted out the manufacturing to other machine shops and vendors, 
but the lead times were long and we were antsy to have total control over the final product. 
So bit by bit, year by year, we started to acquire machines, tools, equipment, and staff that 
could allow us to manufacture the entire product line from start to finish. 

Now as we celebrate our 10 year anniversary we are proud to say that at Spark R&D we: 
design, 3D scan, 3D print, CNC machine, CNC turn, bend, punch, cut, tumble, anodize, 
injection mold, print, laser engrave, assemble, inspect, test, package, and ship all in-house 
with a view of the Bridger Mountains from our shop. 

Machining
From standard sheet to custom extrusions, our aluminum is sourced nearby and is the raw 
material for the majority of our binding and accessory parts. With our CNC mills and lathes 
and extremely talented machinists, we are able to produce a wide variety of parts in all 
shapes, sizes, and complex geometries. All scrap is sorted and recycled. 

Anodizing
This electrochemical process puts the vibrantly colored finish on our aluminum parts 
like baseplates, heel loops, tailclips, etc. More than just adding pretty colors, anodizing 
actually creates an aluminum oxide layer on the parts that hardens the material to make it 
stronger, more resistant to corrosion, more slippery to prevent snow stick, and in general 

preserves the material. It is a much more environmentally friendly process than powder 
coating or painting and adds almost no weight or thickness to the parts. The anodizing 
station is like a mini chemistry lab and requires precise operation and maintenance.  All 
waste water is reused and our system features custom insulated dye and rinse tanks to 
reduce energy consumption. 

Printing
Our product graphics were originally all laser etched, but we have been pad printing in-
house since 2012 and it has opened up a world of possibilities for product graphics. Not 
only is it faster, more colorful, and more consistent ….it’s super fun. We select, test, and 
color match our own inks and every Spark product with graphics has been hand printed by 
one of our own employees.

Injection Molding
An incredible new adventure for us, we have been ramping up over the last two seasons 
to bring all of our plastic molding in-house. We started small with our Mr. Chomps heel 
block and centering bars then expanded to our Spark Pucks and snap blocks. For the 
2016/17 season we will be proudly injection molding ALL plastic components in-house 
including our Rip ‘N’ Flip highbacks, in the mold we designed. 

Assembly
Last but certainly not least, all products are assembled here in our shop. Our modern 
assembly line is equipped with a grip of air guns, several quality control checkpoints, an 
incredible team of detail oriented hardworking guys and gals, and everything from hip hop 
to hair metal blaring from the shop speakers. Beyond the eye-catching technology in our 
factory, Spark R&D’s greatest asset is its people. Our team is as passionate about putting 
out good product as they are about shredding with it in the mountains nearby.
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YEARS

CELEBRATING A decade has gone by since we unveiled a primitive prototype 
of the first splitboard specific binding on splitboard.com. The response was 
overwhelming, and the rest is history. It has been a fun, fulfilling, and really 
exciting time to go from concept to company. Living at the foot of the Bridger 
Mountains in Montana, getting to ride and test our own products made in our own 
factory is the stuff that dreams are made of.

Now that’s not to say we haven’t had our share of calamity. From late shipments 
and denied bank loan proposals to short buckle springs and machines catching 
on fire – we have lived it all and at times it has seemed like we would never 
survive. But like most things, as we learn and grow from experience we are a 
better company and better people because of it.

We are honored to be part of such an incredible global community of 
backcountry snowboarders, and extremely thankful to everyone who 
has helped Spark R&D grow and mature along the way. To our family, 
friends, employees, dealers, customers, and supporters – we are so 
lucky to know you and so grateful for your encouragement. Thanks 
for an incredible 10 years, and here’s to many more!

Will & Becca Ritter - Owners of Spark R&D
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